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SECTION I - GENERAL QESCRlPTION 

1 , PgRPOSE OF CUCOIT 

1.01 The peripheral control circuit 
(PCC) performs the interfacing function 
between the high-speed central control (CC) 
and the relatively low-speed peripheral 
equ.iipment. The PCC is the buffer circuit 
that receives orders from the cc, executes 
these orders, and returns appropriate 
responses to the cc. 

1.02 'IWo PCCs are provided on each 
control frame. One PCC functions unde,: 
control of cc O while the duplicate 
functions under control of cc 1. 

1.03 Four speci~l circuits are 
incorporated into the Pee. The frame 
input/output controller (FIOC) is the 
interface between the high-speed serial 1/0 
chame1 of the cc and the rest of the 
circuits that make up the Pee. The 
peripheral pulse distributor (PPD) 
generates the low-speed serial messages to 
the peripheral decoders, vhich control 
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relays in the peripheral equipment. The 
network controller (NC) generates the 
signals that control the crosspoints in the 
network fabric. 'Ihe scan controller (SC) 
reads out the state of ferrods that 
indicate requests for service, supervisory 
state~, alams. and ot.her data required by 
the cc. 

~DESCRIPTION OF OPERATION 

FRAME I/O CONTROLLER 

2.01 The FIOC is the interface between 
the four high-speed serial subchannels from 
the CC and the rest of the PCC. This 
relationship is shown in Information Note 
304. Four coaxial cables. one for each 
subchannel, carry information from the cc 
to tbf> FIOC. A fifth cable, not associated 
with any particular subchannel. carries the 
reply back to the cc. Each subchannel is 
associated with a p1.rticular circuit within 
the PCC. Messages on subchannels A and D 
are directed to the SC (low half and high 
half, respectively). Messa;es on 
subch~nnel B are directed to the PPD. and 
messMes on subchannel care directed to 
'\:.lie ~-
-~-:-.. .. .. !· ... 

PERlPP.ERAL PULSE DISTRIBUTOR 

2.02 The 6.7-volt 0.45-USEC pulses that 
drive the peripheral decoders are generated 
by the PPD. The PPD receives address and 
control information from the FIOC. It 
selects one of 256 outputs and drives the 
selected output with a positive or negative 
pulse according to the input received (see 
Information Note 305). Each iressage from 
the FIOC results in a single pulse on one 
of the PPD outputs. Seven such pulses make 
up a complete message to the peripheral 
decoder. The PPD sends reply data back to 
the FIOC. This consists solely of checking 
and 111aintenance information, thus allowing 
the cc to verify proper operation of the 
circuit. 

2.03 The PPD and the duplicate PPD in 
the mate PCC function independently and are 
paralleled only at the outputs. This 
prevents faults in one PPD from affecting 
the operation of the duplicate. In offices 
having more than seven network frames, the 
PPD in the second control frame provides 
another set of 256 outputs. 

NETWORJt CONTROLLER 

2.04 The NC works with the remreed 
pulser circuit and network access circuits 
to control the crosspoints of the network 
fabric. The output of the NC consists of 
control signals to the pulser and a large 
number of selection signals that are 
required to steer thP. pulser output through 
a particular canbination of control 
windings in the network switches. Input 
messages to the NC are received from the 
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FIOC. Two messages are used to define the 
operation to be performed. After the 
operation is completed, a third message 
directs the NC to return the contents of 
internal registers that contain the results 
of checks made during the course of the 
operation. Additional messages from the 
FIOC are used to set up various maintenance 
states in the NC. 

2.05 The NC and the duplicate NC in the 
mate PCC function independently except for 
enabling logic, which allows each NC to 
control the internal power of both NCs. 
The outputs from the duplicated NCs are 
logically combined in the access circuits 
and network switches. 

2.06 The NC in the first control frame 
controls the network fabric on the first 
seven network £raffles and the associated 
third-stage switches, which are located on 
the control frame. In offices having more 
than seven network frames, the additional 
frames are controlled by the NC on the 
second control frame. In this case the 
control of the third stage is split with 
each NC controlling half of the third-stage 
switches. 

SCAN CONTROLLER 

2.07 The sc generates interrogate 
pulses for rows of ferroda and detects the 
responses. 'ttle sc receives address 
information from the FIOC, selects one of 
256 rows, and drives the selected row with 
a bipolar interrogate pulse. The responses 
from the 16 ferrods in the accessed row are 
detected and returned to the FIOC. The• 
rows of ferrods are divided into eight 
blocks of 32 rows called logical scanners. 
Each logical scanner is served by a 
detector circuit pack in the SC. 
Information Note 314 shows the overall SC 
organization. 

2.08 TWo subchannels from the cc are 
used to access the sc. Logical scanners 0 
through 3 are accessed over the first 
subchannel, and logical scanners 4 
through 7 are accessed over the second. 

2.09 The SC and the duplicate SC in the 
mate PCC function independently with two 
exceptions. The enabling logic is 
interconnected to allow each SC to inhibit 
or enable the operation of both sea. Also, 
certain maintenance orders involve 
simultaneous access in both sea. 

2.10 The SC in the first control frame 
accesses the master scanner (logical 
scanner 0) and the logical scanners in 
network frames 1 through 7. In offices 
having more than seven network frames. the 
logical scanners in the additional frames 
are accessed by the SC on the ~econd 
contt'ol frame. 
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SECTION II - DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

J, FRAME Il'O CONTJlQLYB 
1.01 The FIOC consists of three 

functiona1 blocks: a receiver-transmitter 
that communicates over the serial 
subchannels, a sequencer that controls the 
overall operation of the FIOC, and a 
register that conver.ts thf> serial message 
to parallel form and converts the parallel 
rf>ply rlata t-o l'lf>rial foTITl. Incominq 
m@ssaqe~ are placrd in par,tllel form on a 
data bus wit·hin th" PCC. one of four 
enable lead!1 (GCTI,0 through GCTL3) , 
depending on the subchannel in use, is then 
activated. The enabled circuit (SC, PPD, 
or NC) then performs a function based on 
the data rec~ived, presents reply data to 
the FIOC over a set of leads that is unique 
to each circuit, and informs the FIOC that 
the . data is reany by activating the 
associated reply enable lead (RDGCTO 
through RDGCT3) • The FIOC loads the data 
from the proper set of reply leads and 
transmits the reply messaqe to the cc over 
the reply cable. Clacking for all FlOC 
functions is nerivoo from the subchannel 
from the cc, which con~inUE>s sending a 
string of zeros until the complete reply is 
receivecl in thf> cc. 

RECEIVliJl - TRANSMITrER - FS 1 

1.02 The receiver r~overs the data and 
tilldng from the four serial subchannels 
from the cc. It provides the serial data 
input and clcx:k to the shift register, the 
state clock and contn>l signals to the 
sequencer, and a clock signal to the PPO 
and NC. The rec·eiver also provides the 
timinq signal!; usP.CI by Hie transmitter. 

1.03 The transmitter gets an enable 
signal from the sequencer and data from the 
shift register via the sequencer and 
cond:>ines these with timing signals from the 
receiver to generate a reply to the cc. 

SEQUFNCER - FS 2 

1.0ft The 
signals for 
FIOC and the 
circuits of 
sequencer is 
304. 

sequencer provides the control 
the internal operation of the 
enable signals for the other 

the PCC. Operation of the 
described in Information Note 

REGIS.TER - FS 3 

1.05 The register circuit packs contain 
the shift register, a set of latches for 
holding the received message, and a data 
selector for loading reply data into the 
shift register. The register is 
partitioned onto two circuit packs with 
each pack handling eight oata bits and the 
associated parity bit (the three shift 
register bits t~t hold the start code are 
located in the sequencer). Each register 
pack provides nine outputs (eight data bits 

and one parity bit) to the data bus that 
goes to the other c.ircuits of the PCC, A 
separate set of reply data leads is 
provid'?.d for each circuit with the 
sequencer controlling which set is selecte~ 
(diagnostic orders can also load status 
information from the mate FIOC). The 
register circuit packs provioe parity 
checking on the received message and parity 
generation for the reply. 

2._PF.!HPHERAL PULSE DISTl3!filITQE 

2.01 ~hP PPD consist!; of ~evPral 
functional blocks as shown in Informa~ion 
Note 306. The PPD matrix consist~ of 256 
~ransformers arrangeil in a 16-by-16 matrix 
with each transforwer providing one of th~ 
256 outputs. The matrix is accessed· by 
horizontal and vertical translators and 
drivers, which receive data from the FIOC 
and signals fran the PPD control and timing 
block. 

CONTROL AND TRANSLA~ION - FS 4 

2.02 The PPD control· governs t.hf:> 
Sf'QUence of operations according to the 
timing sequence shown in Information 
NotP 307. Upon receipt of an enable signal 
from t.hr. FIOC, the control first enables 
the vertical translator, The vertical 
translator sends two signals to the 
vertical driver selected by the 1-out-of-32 
decoder. One signal turns on the driver 
while the other rem<Wes the ground 
termination from the selected vertical. 
After a delay to allow transient currents 
to subside, the sequencer strobes the 
current sense outputs from the level 
control (FS 5) into an internal register. 
No current- should be flowing in th@ mat-rix 
at this time. Th@ horizontal translator is 
then enabled, turning on one of the 
horizontal drivers and beginning the output 
pulse. At the end of the horizontal 
selection interval, the current detectors 
are examined again, and the horizontal 
selection is turned off, thus ending the 
ouput pulse. The vertical translator is 
then turned off, and the reply enable lead 
to the FIOC is activated. 

2.03 The reply from the PPD consists of 
checking information as shown in 
Information Note 307. The six bits of the 
timing counter, checks on the vertical and 
horizontal selection, and the results of 
the two examinations of the current 
detectors are returned. 

DRIVERS - FS 5 

2.04 The level-control circuit pack is 
the source of the dr.ive cur.rent for the PPD 
matrix. The current flow is from lead SENS 
of the level-control· board, throuqh the 
selected vertical driver, through t-he 
transformer matrix, and back through the 
selected horizontal driver to the COM lead 
of thf> level-control board. Th@ 
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level-control board monitors, via three 
threshold detectors, the current being 
draWT! from the SENS lead and provides these 
indications (marginal, intennediate, and 
normal level) to the PPD control. In 
normal operation the COM lead has a low 
i111pedance to ground via thE' level-control 
board, but diagro~tic orders can add 
resistance to this path to reduce the 
current to the marginal level. 

2.05 Each of the 33 vertical drivers 
consists of two parts. one provides a 
low-impedance path from thE' SENS lead to 
the SE'lected vertical, and the other 
provides a resistive ground termination 
that is norn,ally turned on for the 
nonselected verticals and turned off for 
the selected vertical. This permits 
detection of shorted diodes and other 
faults in the matrix that would show as 
leakage between two verticals. One of the 
33 vertical drivers, the false vertical, 
bypasses tht- !Nl+rix +o permit exercise of 
the rest of the access circuitry without 
generating outpit pulses. 

2.06 The horiza,tal drivers provide a 
low-impedance path from the selected 
horizontal to the COM lead of the 
level-control board. Horizontals are 
terminated with a high impedance to 
+2~ volts to keep the stray capacitance on 
the horizontal multiples charged when not 
selectf>d. 

MATlnX - FS 6 

2.07 ThP. PPD matrix consists ot a 
16-by-16 array of transformers. A 
particular transformer is selected by 
providing a ground on the proper matrix 
horizontal and a positivE' voltage on one of 
the two verticals of the transformer. 
ghich one of these two verticals is 
selected depends on thP polarity desired 
for the output pulse. Two diodes 
associated with each transformer block 
sneak paths through the matrix. 'Ihe matrix 
is partitioned with 16 transformers on each 
circuit pack. Fach vertical multiple is 
entirely within a circuit pack while the 
horizontal multiple picks up one 
transformer from each circuit pack used. 

3. NETWQJYLCCNTROLLEF - FS 7 THROUGH FS 16 

3.01 The functional block diagram of 
the network control is shown in Information 
Note 308. There are seven major circuit 
functions and each will be discussed in 
this description of how the DE'twork control 
handles one network or~er. 

3.02 All the data required to execute 
one network order is contained in two 
21-bit words. Nineteen bits of each word 
are u,ied by the network control and are 
received via the frame input-output circuit 
over a parallel bus. Five bits (PH, 13, 
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12, 11, and ST2) of word 1 (see Information 
Note 313) contain information that 
indicates the type of order to be executed 
by t.he network control. These five bits 
are registered and decoded on the FA1001 
circuit pack. Therof> are six basic Tlf>tlr•orllt 
ordE'rS that are use~ to control the fabric 
(sPe Information Notof> 313). They are: 

(a) A - close stage I and II 

(b) RLS2 - Open Stage I and II 

(c) 3 OPR - Close Third Stage 

(d) 3RLS - Open 'Ihird Stage 

(e) HO - High and Dry 

(f) FCG - False Cross and Ground 

3.03 The remaining orders, out of a 
total of 16 possible, are used for 
maintenance or power enabling. Not all 16 
are used at present. 

3.04 The two highest order bits (14 and 
15) indicate to the controller which word 
is being received. These bits are 
registerPd and used for control by the 
FA1001 control circuit pack. 

3.05 The remaining 12 bits contain part 
of the data needed by the controller to 
execute +he order indicated by the order 
field. ThE' remaining data is contained in 
word 2 and will be explained later. The 
lOWof>T half of word 1 (bits O throuqh 7 and 
Pl,) contain!'. the concentrator qroup ano 
input level binary fields. ThP input 
switch gr.oup field is given by bits 8, 9, 
and 10. These data are registered and 
decoded by circuit. oacks FA998, FA999, and 
FA1000 as indicated in Information 
Note 308. 

3.06 These circuit packs perform the 
thrPe major functions of regist.Pring, 
decoding, and driving. The register 
circuits store the data from thE' frame 
input-output circuit in binary form under 
control of FA1001. The decoder circuits 
decode each of the binary fields, with 
parity, into 1-out-of-N outputs. Both of 
these functions are accomplished using 
low-level 1A logic. The driver circuits 
follow the 1-of-N low-level logic outputs. 
(5ee Information Note 311 for a typical 
driver circuit.) These circuits perform th(" 
function of raising the low-level logic 
signals to the higher voltage and current 
levels required to drive the gate circuit 
of the PNPN devices that are used in all 
the access circuits and network switches. 
In addition, thE'se circuits ~rovide the 
means whereby the currents supplied to the 
gates of the PNPN deYices can te monitored 
by discrete circuitry contained on FC219, 
which are called group check circuits. 
The~e circuits will be discussed later. 
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3.C7 As already discussed, the driver 
,utput of the decoder/driver circuit packs 
:ontrol~ the gates of PNPN devices that in 
turn control the actual pulse path. 

3.08 The remaining data for one network 
>rder is co~tained in word 2. Bits 0 
through 7 contain the output lev~l and 
,utput switch fields. ~he input switch 
~umber is contained in bits 8, 9, and 10. 
rhese data fields are gated into the 
various decoder/driver circuit packs under 
=ontrol of FA1001. 

3.09 Once both words 1 and 2 have been 
~eceived without error, the controller 
ictivates the group check circuits and 
~oltage supplies. When this happens, gate 
voltages are applied to all the PNPNs that 
ire required to select the desired pulse 
path. see Infonnation Note 309 for a 
~ypical concentrator-group pulse-path 
select.ion, and Information Note 310 for thP 
third-stage pul~e path. The requirPd nodes 
for the various access circuits an~ switch 
;roups are also turned on at this time. A 
tin,e delay of about 1.5 ms is initiated at 
the same time that a!l the voltages are 
applied. During this timP. delay the gate 
current in each of the selected PNVNs 
reac™'~ a normal steady ~tate value of 
atout 23 mA. 

3.10 If all of the curren~d are normal, 
each of the eight group-check circuits on 
FC219 senses this fact and the outputs will 
be low. At the end of the time· delay, 
these outputs are gated into the upper 
eight bits of the transmit register on 
FA1001. 

3.11 The control logic checks that all 
group checks are good and if so a start 
signal to the remreed pulser circuit is 
activated. The pulser then generates a 
current waveform as indicated in 
Information Note 312 through the PNPNs 
selected. When the current level of the 
pulser reaches the 1-ampere level, the 
voltage sources and th~ group-check 
circuit~ are turnea off. The selected path 
re111c1ins he1d via PNPNs until the current 
drops to 0.0-ampere. The current generated 
operates the remreed crosspoints and they 
in turn remain operate<'! after the current 
goes to 0.0 ampere, thu~ e~tablishing a 
path. If the current from the pulser 
reaches the nonrel maximum value, a POK 
signal is sent from the pulser and 
registered on FA1001. The network control 
remains in a fixed state with the transmit 
register containing group-check information 
and the lower eight bits containing 
progress i,,arks (see Information Note 313) 
until interrogated later. 

3.12 When the network controller 
receive~ word 3, all of the contents of the 
transmit register on FA1001 are sent back 
to the central control via the frame 
input-output circuit. wor"l 3 also signals 

the network controller to go to the cleared 
state in preparation for further orders. 

4. SCAN CONTROLLER 

4.01 A block diagram of the scan 
controller is given in Information 
Note 314. The interrogate matrix is a 
16-by-16 array of transformers, each of 
which provides a bipolar interrogate 
current pulse to a row of ferrods. The 
drivers for the roatrix horizontals are 
contained on the matrix circuit packs 
themselves, while a separate block of 
interrogate drivers is used for the 
verticals. The control and timing section 
provides signals to the selected drivers at 
the proper times. The responses from the 
interrogated ferrods are received by the 
detectors and returned to the FIOC. 

CONTROL ANO TIMING - FS 17 

4.02 The scan-control circuit pack 
receives address infoTI11ation and an order 
code from the FIOC. The address is decoded 
into a 1-out-of-16 horizontal selection and 
a 1-out-of-8 vertical selection. The FIOC 
also activates one of two enable leads. 
~hich of the two leads is activated depends 
on which half of t.he scanner is to bf> 
acce~sed. Upon receipt of an enable, the 
control pack causes the timing pack to 
initiate the sequence shown in Information 
Note 314. The timing pack signals the 
interrogate drivers to ~elect a negative 
and then a positive vertical in succession 
and then signals the FIOC to accept 
response pulses from the detectors. The 
leading edges of the LCT and RCGCT pulses 
define a window during which the response 
will be accepted by the FIOC for 
transmission to the cc. 

INTERROGATE MATPIX - FS 18 

4.03 The interogate matrix consists of 
a 16-by-16 array of transformers built up 
from 16 circuit packs, each containing a 
4-by-4 array. ThP. first four circuit packs 
also provide the horizontal drivers for the 
entire matrix and an indication to the 
interrogate drivers as to how n,any 
horizontals have been selecten. A 
particular transformer is selected by 
activating a horizontal driver to supply 
+24 volts to the selected horizontal. The 
two vertical drivers associated with the 
desired transformer are then activated in 
sequence, thus supplying ground first to 
one and then to the other of the two 
oppositely poled primary windinqs and 
consequently generating a negative output 
pulse followed by a positive output pulse. 

INTERROG~TE DRIVERS - FS 19 

4.04 The interrogate drivers provide 
the ground for the matrix verticals for 
selection and pulse timing. Each circuit 
pack reC'f'iveft four outputs from thP 
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vertical decoder and t,,.,o signals from the 
timing circuit paclt. These are logically 
combined to generate four positive vertical 
outputs and four negative vertical outputs. 
The eight vertical decoder outputs multiple 
to two pairs of driver packs with the final 
selection beinq determined by one of two 
pairs of ti~ing signals. Which pair of 
ti1ring signalf' is used depends on which 
half of the scanner is being accessed. 

4.05 The four interrogate driver packs 
are interconnected both with each other and 
with the first four matrix packs in order 
to provide 1-out-of-N checks, which are 
passed back to the scanner control pack. 
Only the checking circuits on the first 
driver pack are used. 

DETECTORS - FS 2 0 

4.06 The scanner detectors receive the 
readout current fran col~ns of ferrods and 
return a logic-level signal to the FIOC. 
Each circuit pack receives the readout 
signals fran the 16 colum~s of one logical 
scanner and 'teturns 16 bits to the FIOC. 
rhe outputs from the first four detector 
packs are ll!llltipled to one FIOC port while 
the last four packs feed the other FIOC 
port. Of the 16 bits in each group, four 
(bits 2 through 5) do not go directly to 
the FlOC but are routed ins~ead through the 
scanner control pack and then to the FIOC. 
)n certain orders (see Information 
~ote l 15), these bits are r@placP.d by other 
status inforrration from the control pack. 

II. 07 Each detector pack also has a 
::onnection from the scanner test board. 
rhe test board can inject a current into 
the 16 readout loops of each detector pack 
to verify the continuity of the readout 
Loop. This should result in a logical zero 
~n all 16 outputs of the detector pack 
under test. 

5. +3 VOLT AND +211 VOLT fQWER 
121.§TRIBOTION - FS 21 

5.01 The +3 volt and +211 volt power for 
the PCC, along with the a-,sociated ground, 
are distributed through multilayer 
printed-wire backplanes (MlPWBs). The 
~PWBs that provide +3 volts and +24 volts 
to the NC, SC, and PPD are split into an 
upper- and lower-half plane so that each 
voltage is present at the COAX terminating 
field in each circuit oack ~osition. The 
MLPWE that carries the + 3 volts to the 
ceraniic packs is fed by the two +3 volt 
power converters with Pach converter 
powering half of the circuit pack 
positions. 

+3 VOLT POWER CDNVFRTERS 

5.02 The +3 volt power for 
s~plied by two de-to-de 
operating from -48 volts with 
control circuitry. A refPrence 
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th.e unit is 
converters 

+211 volt 
voltage is 

provided by the + 12 volt reference board 
and is reduced to +3 volts by a voltage 
divider on the +3 volt reference and filter 
board. Th~ power converters are turned on 
and off by the presence or absence of 
+211 volts on the +24VST leads, which are 
under control of the frame circuit. Other 
leads to the frame circuit provide power 
alarms and alarm test capability. 

SECTION III - REFERENCE Dbll 

1. WOPKING LIMITS 

1.01 switchboard cable for leads (0 
through 7) SC (A/B) (0 through 15) and leads 
SOR (00 through 07) (00 through 31) (P/N) may 
not exceed 25 feet. 

1.02 switchboard cable for leads 
not exceed D(P/N) (000 through 255) may 

1150 feet. 

1.03 Leads which connect to the mate 
FCC may not exceed 3 feet and mist bP wired 
as specifiPd in the control frame circuit 
(SD-3R902-01). 

2. FUNCTIONAL DESIGNATIONS 

2.01 Circuit facks 

Designation 

CGD 
rLR 
CTL 
GC 
GKD 
HD (0/1) 
RDS(L/R) 

IGGS(A/B/C) 
IGS (L/H) 

ILM 

INS 
LCB 
LVD 
MP(00-15) 
OGGS (A/R) 
OGS 
ONSA 
PDLC 
PEN 
RCVX 
'PEGHIGH 

REGLOW 
RL2HD 

SCDET (0-7) 
SCNCTL 
SCNTMR 
SCNTST 
SEQCTL 
SICD (0-3) 
SWD 
S3GS 
TCPT< 

NC Concentrator Group DPcoder 
NC Control Loqic and RPqis~Pr 
PPD Control 
NC Guard Control 
NC Group Check Detectors 
PPD Horizontal Driver 
NC High ann Dry Select (Low/ 

High) 
NC Input Gate Group Select 
NC Input Group Selector (Low/ 

High) 
NC Input Level and MISC 

Decoder 
NC Input Node Select 
PPO LevP.l Control Board 
NC Level Decoder 
PPD Matrix Pack 
NC outp.1t Gate Group select 
NC Outp.1t Group Select 
NC Outp.1t Node Select 
NC PWR & Dummy Load Control 
NC Power E'nable Control 
FIOC Receiver-Transmitter 
FIOC Shift Register (high 

half) 
FIOC Shift Register (low half) 
NC Release 2 and High and Dry 

Decoder 
SC Detectors 
SC Control 
SC Til'l'er 
SC Test 
FIOC Sequence Control 
SC Interrogate current Driver 
NC Switch Decoder 
NC Stage 3 Group Select 
NC Timing Control 
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Meaning 

VD (0-2) 
VXI.TF 
12REF 
16VS 
3CON(0/1) 
3REF 

PPD Vertical Drivers 
PPD Vertical Translator 
•12 V Reference 
NC 1 6-V source 
•JV Power Converter 
•3 V Reference and Filter 

3. FUNCTIONS 

3.01 Provi<'les 1T1P.ans to communicate with 
the cc Vi.J fonr fi .67-MHz seri«l 
sul:channel s. 

3.02 Provides means to generate 
low-speed serial messages on any of 256 
outputs suitable for the operation of 
peripheral decoders on peripheral frames. 

3.03 Provi<'les means to work with the 
electronic remreed pulser circuit to 
control the crosspoints of the network 
fal:ric on u~ to eight network frames an1 
the associated third-s~age switches. 

3.04 Provines means to read out thP 
state!'l of up to eight. bl~ks of 512 ferrorts 
in peripheral circuit!': anti ret-urn this dat:a 
to the cc. 

4.01 When this circuit is listed on a 
keysheet, the connectinq information 
thereon is to be followert. 

(a) JA Central Control Circuit -
SD-1C9 00-0 1. 

Cb) Electronic Remreed ~ulser Circuit -
SD-1C913-C 1. 

Cc} 1 SA Remreed Grid Circuit -
SD-38120-01. 

(d) 15B Remreed Grid Circuit -
SD-38121-01. 

(e) First and Second Stage 
Circuit - SC-3H122-01. 

Access 

(f} 15C Remreed Grid 
SD-3H130-01. 

Cg) Third Stage 
SD-3H131-01. 

(h} Master Scanner 
SD-3H140-01. 

Access 

Matrix 

Circuit -

Circuit -

Circuit -
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(i) Distribute Point Circuit -
S0-3H150-01. 

(j) Junctor and Junctor control Circuit -
SD-3H200-01. 

(k) Peripheral Test Circuit -
SD-3H5,20-01. 

(1) Network Frame Circuit - SD-3H901-01. 

(m) Control Frame Circuit - SD-3H902-01. 

(n) scanner, Peripheral Pulse 
Distributor, and Peripheral Decoder 
Assignment ~ules - SD-38912-01. 

5. MANUFACTURING 'IESTING REQUIREMENTS 

Intermediate Requirements 

5.01 None. 

End Requirements 

5. 02 This circuit shoulrl l:e tf'stei! to 
verify that it is wired in accordance with 
the schema~ic and wiring drawings. that the 
requirements of the circuit requirements 
~ablP arr met, ana that the circuit is 
C"apahlP ot prrforminq all functions statei! 
in t.his circuit descrip1'ion. 

5.03 Functional tests for thi~ circuit 
are nerforme<l as part of the test of the 
Control Fra~ Circuit - SD-3H902-01 and are 
specified in the X-79037 specification. 

6. TAKING EQUIPMEN7 OUT OF SERVICE 

6.01 This circuit may be taken out of 
service by pressing the associated REQ key 
on the control fra~e control panel. If the 
unit is already out of service, pressing 
thP REQ key will cause diagnostics to be 
run on the unit. If the diagnostic passes, 
the unit is restored to service. The NC, 
sc. or PPD may be individually removed from 
or restored to service by means of 
appropriate Tl'Y messages. 

SECT.!Q!L!V - REASONS FOR REISSUE 

D. Description of Changes 

D.1 Provided complete CD information. 
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